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In the paper [4], the author introduced the notion of m-adic free

modules in order to give a differential characterization of regular local

rings. Later, more generally, A. Grothendieck introduced the notion

of formally projective modules for the similar purpose in his [3].

Comparisons of these two notions in important cases were given

in [5].

In the present paper, we intend to study the relationship between

the flatness and the formally projectivity. The main purpose is to

show the flatness of complete formally projective modules over com-

plete Zariski rings, using results in [5]. As a result of it, we can char-

acterize the formally projectivity of complete modules over complete

semilocal rings by the flatness. Meanwhile, we prove the separated-

ness of finite coefficients extension of complete formally projective

modules over complete Zariski rings.

Let R be a commutative ring with an identity and m be an ideal.

Let M be an T?-module. We consider the m-adic topologies both in R

and M. By the completeness of T\-modules, we always mean the

separated completeness.

We follow the terminology in [5]. We begin with a supplement

to [5].

The following lemma is a part of Proposition 4.1, n°4, IV, in [2].

Lemma 1. Assume that m is nilpotent. Then Mis a/ree module i/and

only i/ M/mM is a free R/m-module and Torf (M, R/m) = 0.

From this lemma the following corollary follows.

Corollary. Assume that m is nilpotent and M is a/ree R-module.

Let {ai} ie/ be a set 0/ elements in M such that {the class 0/ at modulo

mM}ieI forms a/ree base 0/ M/mM over R/m. Then, {a,-},-6r is a

free base 0/ M.

Proposition.1 Assume that M is weakly m-adic free module. Let
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1 In the paper [s], we always assumed the existence of a finite base for m. How-

ever actually, all assertions in that paper are still valid when we take off this assump-

tion except for Corollary 2.
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{a.Jier be a set of elements in M such that {the class of ai modulo

mM}iei forms a free base of M/mM. Then the Hausdorjfization

M/(\n-o vnnM of M is an m-adic free module and {the class of ai

modulo mnM} iej is an m-adic free base of M/f)"=Q m"M.

Proof. By our assumption, M/mnM is a free 7?/m"-module for

each n = l, 2, • • • . Hence by the corollary to Lemma 1, {the class of

a,- modulo mnM}ier forms a free base of M/mnM over R/mn. This

proves our assertion.

Corollary 1. A complete weakly m-adic free module is a complete

m-adic free module.

Corollary 2. A complete formally projective module is a direct sum-

mand of a complete m-adic free module.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 in [5] and Corollary 1.

The following lemma is a part of Theorem 1, §5, Chapter III in [l].

Lemma 2. If M is flat, M/mnM is a flat R/mn-module for every

n = 1, 2, • • • . The converse is true in case where R is noetherian and M

is ideally separated i.e. I®r Mis separated for every ideal I of finite type

in R iDefinition 1, n° 1, §5, Chapter III in [l]).

Theorem 1. Let R be a noetherian complete m-adic ring and M be a

complete formally projective R-module. Let N be a finite R-module. Then,

N® r M is a complete R-module (especially, separated R-module).

Proof. If we prove that M' = N®R M is separated, the complete-

ness of M' follows from the finiteness of N. By Corollary 2 to Proposi-

tion, it is enough to show the separatedness of M' in case where M is

m-adic free.

Let {/,■} ,-_i,2,... ,s be a set of generators of N as an 7?-module. Let a

he an element in n„m"il7'. We shall prove that a = 0. Put a= XXi/»

®bi where biEM (i = l, 2, • • • , s). There exists a countable subset

{ak\k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } of ilfsuch that:

(1) {ak\ k = l, 2, • • • } is a part of an m-adic free base of M, and

(2) for every i= 1, 2, ■ • ■ , s, bt is expressed as XXi hii)kak where

the {/*(i)fc| & = 1> 2, • • • } are convergent sequences to zero in R in its

m-adic topology.

First we shall show that XX1 &(*)*/< = 0 for all k = l, 2, • ■ ■ . For

each w = l, 2, • • • , there exists a positive integer N„ such that

h(i)kEmn (i = l, 2, • • ■ , s) if k>Nn. Then

Nn

bi = X) h(i)kak    modulo mnAf       (i = 1, 2, • • • , s).
t=i
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Therefore

s s /  N„ \

a = Z /«• ® °i — Z /»' ® ( X A(*)*fft)    modulo mnM'
i-l t'=l \ t-i /

- Z l( Z *(*V<) ® «*>    modulo m"Tkf.

Since a£m"il7', we have

Z \{ Z *(*V*) ® ak\ = 0    modulo mnil7'.

On the other hand, M'/mnM' = (N/mnN)®R/mn(M/mnM) and

{the class of ak modulo mnM}*_i,2,--• is a part of a free base of

M/m"Tkf over Tc/m". Therefore Zf_, h(i)tfiEmnN for fe = l, 2,
• • • , N„, hence ZXi h(i)kfi=0 modulo m"TV for all k = l, 2, • • • .

Hence Z*-i h(i)k/t = 0 for all k = l, 2, ■ ■ • , as we have asserted.

Thus we have known that the vectors Hk = (h(l)k, h(2)k, • • • ,h(s)k)

(k = 1, 2, • • • ) are elements in the submodule L of the direct sum T

of s-copies of R such that

7 =  i(h(l), h(2), • • • , h(s))    J2 h(i)fi = 0,

h(i) ER(i = l,2,---,s)j.

Let Gx, G2, - - ■ , Gt be a set of generators for £ with Gj= (g(l)j, ■ • • ,

g(s)j) for/=l, 2, • • • , t. Then any element x in rrfT, can be written

as x= >lLi /yCry with /y£mB. Since the T7* converges to zero in the

m-adic topology in L, we can write Hk = Hl{Gj with {41 & = 1, 2, • • • }
converging to zero in T? for each j. Therefore, we get our assertion as

follows:

a = Z/* ® bi = Z/< ® ( Z ^(ijtfl*)
x=l i—1 \ k=X /

= £)/.• ® ( Z Z 4(0 i*) = t/i ® { Z «w,-( Z &*)}
i=l \ t.l j-l / t_l t j=x \ fc=l //

t I       S 00 \

= Z^ Z/(««(t)yEW
y_i I t=i t=i       /

= Z1Z rfM ® ( Z 4*)} = o.
y=l l «=i \ k=x        //
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Theorem 2. Let Rbe a complete noetherian m-adic ring and M be a

complete formally projective R-module. Let R' be a finite commutative

R-algebra. Then R'®r M is a complete formally projective mR'-adic

module.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.

By Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we get the following

Theorem 3. A complete formally projective module over a complete

noetherian m-adic ring is flat.

Theorem 4. Assume that R is a quasi-semilocal ring and m is a

defining ideal of its topology. Then we have the following assertions.

(1) If Mis flat, M is formally projective. Conversely,

(2) Assume that R is noetherian and both R and M are complete.

Then, if M is formally projective, M is flat.

Proof. (2) is included in Theorem 3. We shall prove (1). We have

only to prove that M/mnM is a projective 7?/mn-module for each

n=l, 2, • • ■ . It is enough to show that in case n = l. Let tru

(i = l, 2, ••■,/) be maximal ideals in 7?. Then there exists a positive

integer h such that mDm^ma • • • m? = a. We have only to prove

the projectivity of M/aM as an 7?/a-module. By Lemma 2, M/rn^M

is a flat 7?/mrmodule. Hence Torf/m* iM/m\M, 7?/m,)=0.

Therefore by Lemma 1, M/m\Mis a projective 7?/a-module, because

R/m\ is a direct summand of 7?/a. Therefore M/aM=C\*=1 M/m"(M

is a projective 7?/u-module, which proves our theorem.
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